Chicago Osteopath Stops Pernicious Hiccough at St. Luke’s Hospital

OSTEOPATHIC stock went up several points in Chicago medical opinion the past month when Dr. Joseph H. Sullivan saved the life of a medical patient at St. Luke’s hospital who otherwise would have died of pernicious hiccoughs. Nothing praiseworthy of osteopathy or of Dr. Sullivan’s victory was said outside by the M. D.’s who knew of the achievement; and, of course, Dr. Sullivan didn’t run to the newspapers with it; so osteopathy did not receive the recognition due it in this signal triumph. This is the more true because the Medics lost another similar case in the same week as recorded by the newspapers.

Not that the osteopathic diagnosis was so obscure or subtle, or that the operation resulting in cure was more than ordinarily skilful, but the fact that medicine and surgery had done their utmost for forty-eight hours and had to admit utter helplessness; and that an osteopath then stepped in, adjusted the human machine and saved a human life—that is why this instance is important and worthy of the widest possible recognition. Even some of these comparatively “simple” victories of osteopathy prove the most mysterious to our medical brethren.

While it is to be regretted that our M. D. friends who had to come to osteopathy for help in this instance didn’t give Dr. Sullivan the sort of recognition he was entitled to and which they would have lavished on any surgeon of their own faith who could have scored such a triumph, yet friends of the patient realize what was done, and do the whole staff of trained nurses, so much good will result to osteopathy notwithstanding. Such information must spread widely.

Let us hope and believe. My discretion showed the "regulars" attached to St. Luke’s that osteopathic physicians do not carry press bureaus around with them when called into emergency cases. If it has that much benefit it will probably help to throw other tests to osteopathic skill in future. And what our profession most wants is the opportunity to measure our resources against emergency when other systems are unavailing.

I congratulate Dr. Sullivan not less upon his splendid work in this case than his becoming modesty in the premises. But for a woman patient who knew of the case I might not have learned of it. At my request Dr. Sullivan makes the following report on it:

Case of Singultus (Pernicious Hiccough)


MRS. V., aged 36, was operated on February 12th, 1910, at St. Luke’s Hospital, Chicago, Operation, a hysterectomy. Dr. W., operator of St. Luke’s staff of surgeons.

When regaining consciousness the patient was seized with singultus hiccough spasms, occurring at intervals of ten seconds. Began hiccoughing Saturday noon and continued without cessation until Monday noon—forty-eight hours in all.

All usual and unusual steps were taken to relieve the trouble.

Faradigation to spine and to right and left sides.

Sipping of carbonized water.

Holding the breath.

Pressure on stomach with the hands.

Hot and cold gastric compress.

Ice bag to back of neck.

Ice pills.

Ice bag to epigastrum.

Hot trunk pack.

Lovage, anisodiont, codein, morphone.

The general trend of treatment for the condition was in some way to offset the shock of the operation. They based their efforts on finding all the complex structures from the occiput to the fifth cervical contracted and almost a torticellis existing. I devoted my attention to bringing about, through desensitization or deep inhibition, some mobility along the pathway of the cervical nerves and sympathetic chain.

Accomplishing this followed about fifteen minutes of effort. I then crotched the cranium at the occiput between my left thumb and forefinger and rocked the atlas cranial joint with my right hand, thereby accelerating motion at this point.

Assiduous attention in all the above areas finally proved the end desired. The patient suddenly laid into a deep contracture of muscular laxity. I have never before witnessed such response to osteopathic work. The whole thoracic and cervical muscular systems suddenly relaxed and hiccupping ceased the moment I released pressure at the point of lesion, and it is appropos at this point to repeat that no true bony displacement existed, but rather, as before outlined, a deep contracture adjacent to the bones was evident, indicating narrowed foraminae between the bones.

It is true that under anaesthesia, the patient while being transferred from the operating table to the bed was so handled as to allow the head to hang or rotate improperly. This appears the most reasonable cause for the condition existing and those of osteopathic faith will so reason.

The patient has had no recurrence of hiccough.

This case is not much more to the credit of osteopathy, however, than a case of one of Chicago’s prominent ladies whom I have cured of persistent fits of coma, running through two years past. I set the atlas ten weeks ago, and she has had no recurrence of the fainting to date. She is able to go out alone after two years of seclusion.
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Suggested Routes to the San Francisco Convention, with Brief Mention of Scenic Opportunities.

These various routes to the San Francisco Convention are presented with a view to enable our practitioners everywhere to compare the relative scenic advantages and select one best suited to their own desires and convenience.

Those having sufficient time may take a most delightful tour by going out on one route and returning via another, as for instance the Colorado Rockies Route going, and the Grand Canyon Route, Canadian Rockies Route, or Northern Pacific-Yellowstone Park returning.

Special cars can be obtained if twenty or more arrange to go over a certain line at the same time. You can join a party of twenty going out and return individually by some special route, or arrange to be one of a special car party returning over a different route from the one taken on the out journey.

The railroads will be glad to arrange for any kind of special car desired. As soon as you have made up your mind as to the route you want to travel via, communicate with the agent at a terminal point such as Chicago, stating the day you will be ready to leave and tell him to book you in a special car and thus get the benefit of the company of a congenial crowd.

Beautiful descriptive literature and special information can be obtained by addressing as follows:

Mr. C. H. Southe, Passenger Agent, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, Chicago.

"California Winter's Summer Garden." (Handsome descriptive folder.)

By this Route you have choice of the following railroads:

Chicago to St. Paul

Via Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie and Canadian Pacific, passing through North Dakota, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and British Columbia, by way of Minot, Portal, Moose Jaw, Medicine Hat, Calgary, Banff, and through Canadian Rockies. At Banff stop-over can be made for the Canadian National Park and Hot Springs. The park is a natural reservation of 5,728 square miles, largest in the world. Grand scenery; palatial hotel. Altitude 4,521 feet. The next stop of interest is Laggan, the station for the "Lakes in the Clouds," "Gems whose loveliness and charm are beyond description." At Glacier can be seen the Great Glacier of the Selkirk's, larger than all the combined glaciers of Switzerland, thirty-four square miles in area.

Seattle to San Francisco

Via Northern Pacific to Portland and Southern Pacific (Shasta Route, "Road of a Thousand Wonders") to San Francisco. The Shasta Route lies through a wild and picturesque country. The approach to the summit of the Siskiyou Mountains is considered one of the wonders of engineering skill. Mount Shasta, 14,380 feet high, is only 142 feet less in height than the highest peak in the United States, 15,434 feet high, Mount McKinley.

Route No. 1. Canadian Route.

Chicago to St. Paul


St. Paul to Vancouver

Via Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie and Canadian Pacific, passing through North Dakota, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and British Columbia, by way of Minot, Portal, Moose Jaw, Medicine Hat, Calgary, Banff, and through Canadian Rockies. At Banff stop-over can be made for the Canadian National Park and Hot Springs. The park is a natural reservation of 5,728 square miles, largest in the world. Grand scenery; palatial hotel. Altitude 4,521 feet. The next stop of interest is Laggan, the station for the "Lakes in the Clouds," "Gems whose loveliness and charm are beyond description." At Glacier can be seen the Great Glacier of the Selkirk's, larger than all the combined glaciers of Switzerland, thirty-four square miles in area.

Vancouver to Seattle

Via Canadian Pacific Steamship line (via Victoria) or Northern Pacific. The trip from Vancouver to Seattle through Puget Sound is one of the most delightful inland water routes of America.

Seattle to San Francisco

Via Northern Pacific to Portland and Southern Pacific (Shasta Route, "Road of a Thousand Wonders") to San Francisco. The Shasta Route lies through a wild and picturesque country. The approach to the summit of the Siskiyou Mountains is considered one of the wonders of engineering skill. Mount Shasta, 14,380 feet high, is only 142 feet less in height than the highest peak in the United States, 15,434 feet high, Mount McKinley.

Route No. 2. Northern Pacific-Yellowstone Park Route.

Chicago to St. Paul

Via Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway; Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway; Chicago & Northwestern Railway; or Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway.

St. Paul to Seattle

Via Northern Pacific, passing through North Dakota, Montana, and Washington, by way of Fargo, Billings, Livingston, Butte, Spokane, and through Northern U. S. Rockies. The line lies through the Lake region of Minnesota and the great wheat fields and cattle ranges of North Dakota. From Glendive, Mont, the Yellowstone River is followed for 590 miles to Livingston, from which point a detour can be made to the Yellowstone National Park via Gardiner, the official entrance. The regular car tour of the park requires five and a half days. Shorter or longer stop-overs can be made if desired. Between Livingston and Logan is the famous Gallatin Valley inclosed by the Gallatin Range and the Bridger Range. Leaving Logan, the Rockies are crossed via the Homestake Pass and Butte and Anaconda, the great mining centers. On the main line from Helena is the Mullan Tunnel, 5,566 feet above the sea. At Missoula stop-over can be made at the famous Bitter Root Valley, and the Flathead Indian Reservation, recently opened for homestead. From Sand Point can be reached Lake Pen d'Oreille, a most beautiful lake surrounded by mountains of a high scenic order. From Spokane to Seattle the route follows the Yakima Valley, one of the richest irrigation valleys in the west, and crosses the Columbia Range. In the Cascades is Green River Key Giltryings, a delightful spot for fishing and recreation. Mt. Ranier is seen as Seattle is approached. From Seattle many interesting Puget Sound side trips can be made.

Seattle to San Francisco

Via Pacific Ocean steamer, or Southern Pacific Railway, "Shasta Route." The rail route passes through the fertile fields and orchards of Oregon, follows the Rogue River Valley, and crosses the famous Siskiyou Mountains, and through the valley of the Sacramento River. One of the wonderful scenic trips of America.
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Route No. 3. Union Pacific Yellowstone Park Route.
By this route you have choice of following railroads:

Chicago to Omaha
Via Chicago & Northwestern Railway; or Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway.

Omaha to Ogden
Via Union Pacific Railway by way of Pocatello, Idaho, or through Scenic Colorado and Salt Lake City. At Pocatello or Ogden side trip tickets are issued for trip to and through the Yellowstone Park, including all expenses. A complete tour of the Park, taking in every point of interest, can be made in four days.

Ogden to San Francisco
Via Southern Pacific, across the great Salt Lake “cut-off,” across Nevada and over the beautiful Sierra Nevada, by way of Battle Mountain, Sparks, Reno and Truckee. Truckee is the stop-over point for Lake Tahoe, the great mountain lake, twenty-three miles long and thirteen miles wide, 6,220 feet above sea level, and over 2,000 feet deep. The summit of the Sierra is twelve miles west of Truckee. The ride down the west slope and through the Sacramento Valley to Sacramento presents delightful views of peach and almond orchards and orange groves. The trip from Sacramento to San Francisco is through one of the garden valleys of California.

Route No. 4. Chicago-Cheyenne-San Francisco Route.
By this route you have choice of following railroads:

Chicago to Omaha
Via Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway; or Chicago & Northwestern Railway.

Omaha to Ogden
Via Union Pacific, by way of Cheyenne, Sherman, Laramie, Rawlins, Green River, Echo Canon, and Devil’s Gate. At Sherman is the Sherman Tunnel, bored through solid granite. From Laramie can be seen Elk Mountain and Laramie Peak. Echo Canon has been called “a masterpiece of nature.” The Witches Rock and the Pulpit Rock are two of the famous sights. The Devil’s Gate and the Devil’s Slide are two of the wonderful natural formations in the Weber Canon.

Ogden to San Francisco
Via Southern Pacific Railway. (See description under Route No. 3, Union Pacific-Yellowstone Park Route.)

Route No. 5. Colorado Rockies Route.
By this route you have choice of following railroads:

Chicago to Denver
Via Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway; Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway; Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway; or Chicago & Northwestern Railway.

Denver to Ogden
Via Colorado Midland Railway. Skirts Rockies from Denver to Colorado Springs. Long’s Gray’s, Torrey’s, Pike’s, and Spanish Peaks in plain view for many miles. Palmer Lake is passed at an altitude of 7,200 feet. The famous Garden of the Gods is in plain view after leaving Colorado City. From there the line works its way up abruptly and the entire trip across the mountains is made at a high altitude, affording many sublime views. Leadville, the great mining camp, is reached at an altitude of 10,103 feet. Evergreen Lakes, seat of U. S. fish hatcheries, is five miles from this point. Mt. Massive, 14,424 feet, highest mountain in Colorado, is here in view. Next point of interest is Turquoise Lake, highest artificial lake in the world; contains six billion gallons. The famous Hell Gate, 10,540 feet high, presents one of the most magnificent views, 2,000 feet sheer descent. Train goes fourteen miles to descend one-half mile. Glenwood Springs is stop-over point for world renowned hot springs. Bath house cost $500,000. Swimming pool 700 feet long; all warm water. Salt Lake City, the Mormon Zion; stop-over can be made here for trip to the great Temple. At Ogden connection made with Southern Pacific.

Denver to Ogden
Via Union Pacific, through Colorado to Cheyenne, Wyo. (altitude 6,000 feet), and west through Wyoming by way of Sherman, Laramie, Rawlins, Green River, Echo Canon, and Devil’s Gate. At Cheyenne the route turns directly west and rises steadily to the summit of the Rockies. At Sherman is the Sherman Tunnel, bored through solid granite. From Laramie can be seen Elk Mountain and Laramie Peak. Just west of Green River is the “Fish Cut.” Here in 1870 a geological expedition under Professor O. C. Marsh, of Yale College, found petrified fish in abundance. Echo Canon has been called “a masterpiece of nature.” The Witches Rocks and the Pulpit Rock are two of the famous sights. The Devil’s Gate and the Devil’s Slide are two of the wonderful natural formations in the Weber Canon. After leaving Weber Canon, the route lies through the Salt Lake Valley to Ogden.

Ogden to San Francisco
Via Southern Pacific, across the great Salt Lake “cut off,” across Nevada and over the beautiful Sierra Nevada, by way of Battle Mountain, Sparks, Reno, and Truckee. Near Hazen are the head gates of the great Carson-Truckee irrigation project. Truckee is the stop-over point for Lake Tahoe, the great mountain lake, twenty-three miles long and thirteen miles wide, 6,220 feet above sea level, and over 2,000 feet deep. Mount Tallac is one of the snow-capped mountains surrounding the lake. It is 8,785 feet high and easily accessible. The summit of the Sierra is twelve miles west of Truckee. The ride down the west slope and through the Sacramento Valley to Sacramento presents delightful views of peach and almond orchards and orange groves. The trip from Sacramento to San Francisco is through one of the garden valleys of California.

Route No. 6. Grand Canon Route.

Chicago to Los Angeles
Via Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, passing through New Mexico and Arizona, by way of Kansas City, La Junta, Albuquerque, Grand Canyon, Redlands, and Riverside. At Albuquerque is the Harvey Indian Museum. The Grand Canon of the Colorado is one of the scenic wonders of the world. The side trip costs $6.50. At Redlands one of the sights is the Smiley Heights Drive. Riverside is famous among other things for its Magnolia Avenue Drive.

Los Angeles to San Francisco
Via Southern Pacific Railway.
Chicago to El Paso
Via Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, through Missouri, Kansas, and New Mexico, by way of Kansas City, Topeka and Santa Rosa.

El Paso to Los Angeles
Via Southern Pacific, through Arizona and California by way of Tucson, Yuma, Salton and Los Angeles. Between Yuma and Salton is the “Salton Sea” district. Great irrigation center. Los Angeles is approached through the beautiful San Gabriel Valley. Los Angeles is one of the great cities of the Pacific Coast. Many interesting short side trips can be made. Long Beach, splendid bathing; Pasadena, in the foothills, where there are some of the most magnificent estates in America. Catalina Islands.

St. Louis to Kansas City
Via Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway; Missouri Pacific Railway; or Wabash Railway.

Kansas City to Denver
Via Union Pacific Railway, or Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway.

Denver to San Francisco
Via Denver & Rio Grande Railway; Colorado Midland Railway; or Union Pacific Railway, as described under Colorado Rockies Route.

St. Louis to El Paso
Via Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, through Missouri, Kansas, and New Mexico, by way of Kansas City, Topeka, and Santa Rosa.

St. Louis to El Paso
Via Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway, through Oklahoma and Texas, by way of Oklahoma City and Dallas to San Antonio. Southern Pacific Railway from San Antonio to El Paso.

El Paso to Los Angeles
Via Southern Pacific Railway, through Arizona and California by way of Tucson, Yuma and Los Angeles. Yuma irrigation project, Salton Sea, and San Gabriel Valley.

Los Angeles to San Francisco
Via Southern Pacific Railway, as described under Route No. 5, Yuma-Salton Sea Route.

New Orleans to San Francisco
Via Southern Pacific Railway, through Louisiana, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and California, by way of Houston, San Antonio, El Paso, Yuma, Salton and Los Angeles. New Orleans, city of 350,000 people; great historical interest, picturesque court yards, old fashioned residences, beautiful drives. Houston, a big thriving city, growing rapidly, regarded as the commercial and railroad metropolis of Texas. San Antonio, health resort of national renown. The Alamo Plaza and the Alamo are two of the famous sights. At Viaduct is a steel bridge spanning the Pecos, 2,140 feet in length and 321 feet above the river bed. El Paso, a bustling city of 45,000 people, was formerly Paso del Norte, the pass of the north, going from Old Mexico to New. At Yuma is a settlement of seven hundred Yumas. Twelve miles north of here, reached by a branch line, is Laguna Dam, which cost $2,000,000 and which made possible the irrigation of thousands of acres. The Salton Sea district is the scene of the great floods some two years ago, when a break in an irrigation ditch caused the Colorado river to flow into the depression. In some places the Salton “sink” is 200 feet below the surface of the sea. California is entered through the beautiful San Gabriel Valley, famous for the old San Gabriel Mission, beautiful orange groves and fruit orchards. Catalina Island is reached from San Pedro by steamboat, a three-hour journey. The island is a crystallized fair-land; the placid and translucent waters teem with every form of marine algae and piscine life. Atmospheric and terra firma attractions are in harmony with the ocean’s profusion.

Los Angeles to San Francisco
Via the Valley Line. An interesting bit of this trip is just before Tehachapi is reached. The road winds through the most difficult part of the range. It swings around and crosses its own track in what is known as “The Loop,” in an effort to relieve the grade, a very ingenious piece of engineering. Exeter is the stop-over point for the Giant Forest of Big Trees in the Sequoia National Park, and also for the wonderful Kings River and Kern Canyons, which rival the Yosemite in their grandeur. From Exeter an electric line runs 13 miles to a delightful nook in the foothills called Lemon Cove. From here a stage line runs to the National Park. Fresno is famous for raisin-seeding establishments, creameries, fruit canning factories and wineries. Merced is the stop-over for the Yosemite National Park. The branch line runs up along the Merced River, past Merced Falls, to El Portal. The Mariposa Grove of big trees is reached by a short stage ride. Some of these majestic trees are 400 feet in height and are the oldest living things on earth. At Modesto is the La Grange Dam, which cost $350,000 and provides water for prosperous farming communities on both sides of the stream.

Los Angeles to San Francisco
Via the Coast Line. Santa Barbara is one of the famous resort cities of California. From here to Surf, a distance of 66 miles, the track occupies a substantial buttress of Santa Ynez Mountain Range, at an elevation which gives commanding views of Santa Barbara Channel and the romantic islands which mark its outer limits. Paso Robles Hot Springs is a great health resort, with splendid bath houses and hotel accommodations. At San Miguel is the old mission of that name, where services are still held occasionally. At Monterey is Cypress Point. The cypresses on this point are said to be prehistoric. Santa Cruz is another of California’s famous pleasure spots. Over a million dollars has been spent on water front amusements. Here also is the Santa Cruz Mission, and from here, extending back to the mountains are delightful canyons. Six miles from Santa Cruz are the Big Trees Sequoia sempervirens (ever living), estimated variously from three to eight thousand years old.

Route No. 8. St. Louis-Denver.
St. Louis to Kansas City
Via Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway; Missouri Pacific Railway; or Wabash Railway.

Kansas City to Denver
Via Denver & Rio Grande Railway; Colorado Midland Railway; or Union Pacific Railway, as described under Colorado Rockies Route.

Route No. 9. St. Louis-Los Angeles.
St. Louis to El Paso
Via Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, through Missouri, Kansas, and New Mexico, by way of Kansas City, Topeka, and Santa Rosa.

El Paso to Los Angeles
Via Southern Pacific Railway, through Arizona and California by way of Tucson, Yuma and Los Angeles. Yuma irrigation project, Salton Sea, and San Gabriel Valley.

Los Angeles to San Francisco
Via Southern Pacific Railway, as described under Route No. 5, Yuma-Salton Sea Route.
The Osteopathic Physician, Our Opposition, What We Are, What We Need and What We Hope to Be


How many osteopathic physicians in practice today are there who do not find the ridicule, scoff at and belittle our most honorable profession? They go so far as to approach our patients and tell them that they are being humbugged (and who are ignorant of their uses; that we do not understand anatomy or physiology; and, in fact, we are not in any way, educated physicians.

This is the most deplorable condition in many places, but on the other hand, we find a great many physicians who are broader, who appreciate the fact that the doctors must know it all and that we are educated physicians, capable of treating disease the same as themselves. They send these things are not able to handle; call us in as counsel, the same as they would another physician; assist us in operations and ask our assistance in theirs.

This is as it should be.

But what are we? Is there not something in our own ranks which tends to create these differences of feeling in the other schools? Today, we have, in our ranks, osteopaths and osteopathic physicians. By this difference, I mean the man who says (and it is a narrow conception he must have of himself) "I am a Simon Pure osteopath, in other words, I am an osteopath, I am not an osteopathic physician. I am incapable of treating disease the same as they would another physician; assist us in operations and ask our assistance in theirs."

Now, strange as it may seem, we have just such osteopaths in Michigan today. The first thing they tell a patient, if the patient has been to a regular physician, is "You are poisoned with drugs. This cannot but help to rebound for the good of the regular physician who prescribed for this patient. They are advertising him instead of treating the case in hand."

While traveling on the road, in the summer of 1905, I met an osteopath in Dallas who was waiting in Dr. Harris' office. As I entered, he asked me my name which I gave him. He said, "I am one kind of an osteopath and you are another." I asked him what he meant. He replied, "I mean just what I say. You believe in bugs and bacteria and I do not." I questioned him as to the school from which he graduated and found it to be the A. S. O. He said they did not teach bacteria and which I knew was false. I asked him how he would treat a case of septicaemia. He said, "With pure and simple osteopathy." He said he had just had a case of it. Dr. Hughes of Waco (who is also a graduate of Johns Hopkins University) had treated him with pure and simple osteopathy.

The next day I called on Dr. Hughes and asked him how he would treat a case of septicaemia with pure and simple osteopathy. He said he did not know. I reiterated what the doctor had told me and he said, "I did treat him and I used pure and simple osteopathy." He opened up his leg with a bistoury and cleansed it with pure carbolic acid followed with alcohol. His bowels were not moving and I gave him as a dose of salts as I ever gave any one in my life—he got well.

That, to my notion, was one of the best things he said. This is as it should be.

As to osteopathic physicians, we need more of them. We need more men and women today who have good common sense and natural instinct. We need more men and women today who, instead of looking the spine over to see whether there is some nerve impingement that will cause lacerations; that will cause strictures; and that will cause various other things, will examine and find out what the condition is and what the cause is and then treat that condition.

But not like the one on whom I called in the summer of 1906 in company with a classmate in New York State. The doctor met me cordially, asked us when we graduated, then said: "You fellows are like all who graduate now, you have to examine your patients to tell what ails them, but we who graduated in the first two classes can tell the patient his story without asking a single question or examining the patient, and tell the exact condition which exists."

We need more men and women in Michigan to help in our legislative work, not to belittle our profession, as was the case this last winter when a bill was to have been introduced into the legislature defining osteopathy as a manipulation; denying the osteopathic physician the right of surgery; the right to use electrical apparatus if he needed it in his practice; and the right to use hydrotherapy or hot air as the case might require, and but narrowing him down to a simple manipulator.

Some may think this was to have been introduced by the medical men, but of this I do not want to disabuse. It was the work of osteopaths right here in Michigan.

Our profession, as was the case this last winter when a bill was to have been introduced into the legislature defining osteopathy as a manipulation; denying the osteopathic physician the right of surgery; the right to use electrical apparatus if he needed it in his practice; and the right to use hydrotherapy or hot air as the case might require, and but narrowing him down to a simple manipulator.

Some may think this was to have been introduced by the medical men, but of this I do not want to disabuse. It was the work of osteopaths right here in Michigan.
A Case of Infantile Paralysis and Its Osteopathic Treatment

Kathryn L. Huston, D.O., Ashtabula, Ohio.

The patient, a rather delicate girl, nine years of age, was in usual health until day of attack. The onset was sudden with slight fever, digestive disturbances, constipation, pain in hips. In four days there was complete paralysis of the lower extremities and partial paralysis of the upper limbs.

At this point physicians gave no hope. I was called on the ninth day. The patient still had the above symptoms, and the muscles were beginning to show signs of atrophy.

Osteopathic examination revealed an extremely rigid condition of the back: at no point was the spine flexible. The rigidity was such she was unable to assume a sitting posture or bend even slightly. The spine was very sensitive. The 3d and 4th dorsal vertebrae anterior, lumbar region anterior, sacrum posterior, slight separation between 5th lumbar and sacrum.

Treatment was of a thorough spinal nature to free circulation along the cord, and to a correction of the lesions. Improvement was noticed in a few days. The rigidity lessened. In two weeks the fever and digestive symptoms subsided and with help, patient walked around the room. In two weeks more she walked alone. Since that time she has gained considerably in strength and health.

Today, after four months' treatment, she can walk several blocks at a time, goes up and down stairs (rather awkwardly), and except for a slight limp due to non-recovery of anterior tibial group of muscles of left leg, and to characteristic ankle-drop on that side, she is perfectly well.

Treatment was given every other day for the first month, three times per week second month, and twice per week for two months. In my opinion recovery was due to treatment being received in the early stage of the disease.
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of failures than any other school of medicine. Texas stands today ready and willing and anxious to receive all reputable physicians who wish to apply and who wish to locate in the state of Texas.

At a meeting held at Cleburne in June, 1909, a resolution was passed by the Texas State Board, whereby all applicants were required to be graduates of reputable schools of medicine, whose course of instruction should not be less than four terms of five months each in four separate years. This resolution brought about a great deal of comment from the osteopathic world, but that resolution today is inoperative, having been expunged from the records, as it was not in accordance with the law, as you may readily see from quotation of that portion of the law which establishes the eligibility of an applicant, in section 7, of the Statute of Texas Medical Law, which reads as follows:

"Applicant to be eligible for examination board that they are more than twenty-one years of age, good, moral character, and graduated of a bona-fide reputable school; such school shall be considered reputable within the means of this act, whose entrance requirements and course of instruction are at least as high as those adopted by the better class of medical schools of the United States, whose course of instruction shall embrace not less than four terms of five months each.

Now, the difference of opinion which has arisen in the minds of the members of the board, has recently been cleared up by legal counsel of the board, and today Texas is open to osteopaths as to any other school of medicine.

We invite all osteopaths who wish to locate in the state of Texas, whose course of instruction is equal to that as quoted above.

We are open to all osteopaths who wish to come to Texas and the law guarantees them as fair and just treatment as exists within the confines of the United States.

Influential Eastern Paper Demands Fair Play for Osteopaths in Legislative Matters

The renewed attempt of the osteopathic physicians of New Jersey to secure legislative recognition and the usual bitter opposition of the allopaths and homeopaths, has caused the Patterson (New Jersey) Morning Call to say some pertinent things on the subject.

"Osteopath" underneath it should be recognized and the usual bitter opposition arises in the minds of the members of the board, and today Texas is open to osteopaths as to any other school of medicine.

We invite all osteopaths who wish to locate in the state of Texas, whose course of instruction is equal to that as quoted above.

We are open to all osteopaths who wish to come to Texas and the law guarantees them as fair and just treatment as exists within the confines of the United States.

Influential Eastern Paper Demands Fair Play for Osteopaths in Legislative Matters

The osteopathic physicians of this state are making another effort to secure legal recognition and legislative authority to practice their profession. As usual, they are being opposed by the already recognized schools, with the same narrowness and bigotry with which some years ago the Allopaths fought the Homeopaths. In time, not only were the latter humiliated, but the old school adopted many of the homeopathic remedies in their own practice. Furthermore, on the ground that the homeopathic sugar pills were of no more use than medicine at all, the old doctors finally found that the less drugs they administered to ordinary patients, the sooner the latter got well. The best doctors of today administer very little medicine. The recognized professions, although unwilling to admit it, constantly practice mental suggestion and psychotherapy—with their bread pills, chalk powders and cheerful faces. A laughing doctor cures, while a sour-faced physicianaddock who has had a correspondence school education practice freely, but there are many of the profession now in the state who have taken just as long a course in their branch of the profession as have any of the old doctors. These latter should be entitled to the means of this act, whose entrance requirements and course of instruction are at least as high as those adopted by the better class of medical schools of the United States, whose course of instruction shall embrace not less than four terms of five months each.
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OSTEOPATHIC BILL MUTILATED.

D. O's of Washington, D. C., are working for legal recognition and an independent examining board, and they may get it, but the bill as amended and recommended by the Commissioners is not very satisfactory, and the limitations placed on osteopathic practice are certainly humiliating. Under the bill as approved, osteopaths will not be permitted to treat contagious diseases or administer anesthetics, nor are they allowed to treat maternity cases. A penalty of from $50.00 to $500.00 or imprisonment, or both fine and imprisonment, is provided for practicing with the osteopathic license entitles them to practice obstetrics.

BE VIGILANT ALWAYS.

In the February number of the A. O. A. Journal, Dr. Asa Willard, of Missoula, Mont., issues a timely warning on the subject of legislation. He points out that most of our practitioners seem to think that watchfulness and energy in legislative matters is only required when we want to get a law passed in a state, that has not yet recognized our science, or when, perhaps, we are urging some necessary amendment to an osteopathic measure already passed. Dr. Willard points out that this is well and good, but not enough. A careful scrutiny of every measure introduced into a State Legislature, which involves vital statistics, or public health measures of any kind, is necessary, if we are to maintain our independence and safeguard all our rights and privileges.

As an illustration of this Dr. Willard refers to an experience at the last session of the Montana Legislature. A harmless looking bill was introduced to regulate the practice of midwifery. Its wording was such that such construction could easily have been placed upon it as to compel osteopaths desiring to practice obstetrics in the state, to take their examinations before the State Medical Board. As the State Osteopathic law now reads the osteopathic license entitles them to practice obstetrics.

In addition to this measure, several others were introduced at the same session, which would have taken privileges away from osteopaths, not taken from them.

For the benefit of the states contemplating legislation this year, Dr. Willard also points out that the duty of the citizen or classes in a law, saying, "Recognized by the American Osteopathic Association," etc., in all probability renders such laws unconstitutional. There are a few states having osteopathic laws in force which includes this wording, but in all probability they are still in force because so far they have escaped review before a higher court.

Every state should have a standing legislative committee, whose duties should include the careful reading of all bills introduced into the legislature, effecting the regulations on not only medical practice, but practically all matters as vital statistics, and public health.

GROTESQUE ADVERTISEMENT.

Our attention has been called to a card being circulated by a certain osteopath reading as follows:

Dr. - the first and leading osteopathic physician in . One year ago Dr. - started the home treatment plan, or treatment in your home. It has proven a wonderful success. Osteopathic treatment followed by absolute rest in your own home. Dr. - was the first osteopath in the city of . He was the first president of the - Osteopathic Association. He was the originator of all Osteopathic legislation in the State of . The osteopathic physician is the only osteopath in the city giving exclusive home treatments without extra charge. He carries his own treating table and gives quick automobile service day or night.

This is certainly grotesque and unfortunate for osteopathy. It sounds like the announcement of some traveling manicurist, beauty doctor, or chiroprist, rather than that of a high grade physician. The account of himself reeks of the description of some circus celebrity. Educational publicity work is needed now, as never before, but such personal rot is unpardonable.

OUR STATUS IN WASHINGTON.

Two important decisions have recently rendered in Washington state affecting the status of osteopathic physicians. Dr. Elmer E. Heg, state commissioner of health, asked an opinion from Attorney-General Bell on this question: "Will you advise me whether it is lawful under the present law for the mayor of any city in this state to appoint an osteopathic physician as health officer?" After reviewing various sections of the statutes, Attorney-General Bell stated that: "From these provisions of the law, I am of the opinion that a regularly graduated osteopath is eligible as health officer in any city or county in the state of Washington." This is a very gratifying decision, and I hope that the committee of the state legislature will give appropriate recognition to the same confidence as is imposed in practitioners of other schools.

The second interesting decision supporting our status in Washington was in the case of Thomas Lawrence against the Western Accident and Health Insurance Co. The court held that under the state law Dr. Goff was entitled to the same standing as any other osteopathic physician and affirmed the decision of the circuit court further stated that there was no difference between an osteopath being a physician could do whatever he saw fit in the interest of the patient. This decision practically establishes the right of an osteopath in Washington to practice in the broadest sense of the terms, either medicine or surgery, as he may desire or see fit.

One Fake Institution Gets a Jolt

I N the February number of THE OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN we referred to the ridiculous claim by the Hudson College of Osteopathy and Electro-Mechano-Therapy. The entirely fraudulent character of the concern is revealed by the following newspaper clipping:

Charged with obtaining money under false pretenses, Henry Behm, of West Hoboken, was arraigned at Jersey City court, and held over to him $2,000, all her savings, with which to purchase apparatus and laboratory instruments.

The Prosecutin found advertisements in a German newspaper stating that Dr. Behm's college would fit students to practice medicine and osteopathy in New Jersey.

Until a few weeks ago Behm conducted "Electro-Mechano-Therapy Institute" at No. 521 Jefferson place, Union Hill, Mrs. Moore said she gave to him $150 to procure incorporation papers, and later turned over to him $2,000, all her savings, with which to purchase apparatus and laboratory instruments.

The Prosecutin found advertisements in a German newspaper stating that Dr. Behm's college would fit students to practice medicine and osteopathy in New Jersey. - New York Herald.

Osteopath Are Physicians—Broadly Educated and Equipped to Combat Disease

A. B. Shaw, D. O., Los Angeles, Cal., Secretary-Treasurer Los Angeles College of Osteopathy, a regular physician does not necessarily mean any particular brand of sawbones, according to the ruling of Judge Clifford, in the superior court, today in the case of Thomas Lawrence against the Western Accident and Health Insurance Co. This was a case that went up from Justice Card's court, on appeal of the insurance company, which refused to pay a hospital bill, and that the patient had employed Dr. W. P. Goff to attend him and signed the certificate, the company claiming that Dr. Goff, an osteopath, was not a regular physician. The court held that under the state law Dr. Goff was entitled to the same standing as any other licensed doctor and affirmed the judgment. - Tacoma (Wash.) News.

REFFERING to the above I want to say that the position of Dr. Goff is the only safe, sound and self-respecting attitude any osteopathic physician could assume toward the law,—namely, that they are regular physicians, as broadly educated as any other, but with a distinct theory of cause, prevention, and cure of disease.

We are frequently receiving requests from osteopathic physicians and others to institute a course of materia medica in our institution and to add the degree of D. M. D. We would


**THE OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN**

The pre-natal stage, the foundation of one's existence.

E. J. Barholomew, D.O., Chicago

The embryological stage is the most important time of a child's existence. It is during this stage of existence that the child's mind, or foundation, is being molded or educated in favor of internal drug medication and that is it is easier for a physician to write a prescription than to give a treatment. Our institution enjoys the thought that it will continue to grow and to communicate every true and scientific principle for the prevention and cure of disease but it will never become an M.D. factory.

If it is proper for osteopathic colleges to add a medical course and give the M.D. degree, then it is proper for the medical colleges to add the osteopathic course and give the osteopathic degree. The latter has been attempted in a number of instances and we all know what superficial carelessness and ignorant administration have attended the attempts.

Finally, for an osteopathic college to give an M.D. degree which will not be recognized by the American Medical Association and therefore by the laws of most of the states is but little short of a bunco game—the innocent student receiving a veritable gold brick. If we had among the three hundred students of Los Angeles College a single one who wanted to be educated in materia and internal drug medication, I would hold myself bound to give him his tuition money back so that he could go to a first class medical college and get the M.D. degree and pretend to give it to him at the hands of a group of osteopathic physicians who do not believe in the efficacy or principle of internal drug medication. Fortunately, we have no such students.

If it is understood that we give an exhaustive course in anesthesia, asepsis, antisepsics, douches, lotions and all other germicidal and serum treatments, which, by-the-way, are typically osteopathic.

In saying what I have I do not mean to adjure anything but the narrow conception of materia medica or introduction of drugs into the body for the purpose of thereby modifying the metabolism and effecting a cure. Those who argue against our position might truly hold with Webster's dictionary that water or olive oil or air itself are medicines.
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E. J. Barholomew, D.O., Chicago
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tells each other that there is something wrong and it is their sixth sense (intuition) that affords them this information, which comes to each other's mind as an impression, an intuition.

So there should be harmonious thoughts, pure thoughts, wholesome thoughts exchanged between the parents at time of conception and during gestation that a foundation, or mind, may be given to the child by its mother that will reflect credit upon its parents in future years. As a man thinketh, so is he. As the father or mother thinketh during the embryological life of a child, so will be the mind of that child. Parents should bear in mind that the future of this being which they are about to bring into the world will be in keeping with the thoughts which they are weaving into its foundation (its mind) during the focal stage of existence. To sligt the child's foundation (the mind) and expect its future to be a success (as almost all parents are wont to do) would be about as reasonable as to attempt to build a skyscraper upon the surface of Lake Michigan. A child conceived and gestated in crime is sure to follow a life of crime. This is proved by an examination of records of criminals— one case in particular being known where a criminal mother was the antecedent of nearly three hundred beings who led criminal lives. The old saying is "blood will tell." It is not blood that "tells"—it is the mind that "tells." If parents were to read the record of their unborn child ten, twenty or thirty years after birth and in that record they should note a list of crimes, would they admit that they were at fault for the committing of those crimes if they had entertained criminal thoughts during the embryological stage of the child's existence?

No, they would not! They would doubtless say that their child "got into bad company" and was led astray. Nothing of the sort. Their child would not have sought criminal society had it not been for the fact that they implanted criminal thoughts in his mind during gestation. So it is come about that crime has the same attraction for their son that water has for a duck.

Parents should remember that the disposition of their children is an inheritance from their minds and that they have the power to develop them into either criminals or law-abiding citizens who will bring credit to the community in which they reside.

Andrew Taylor Still, M. D. Founder of Osteopathy


The people everywhere, you know, Thinks they know, and doped with that. Health to conserve, disease to combat, And to cure with pill and potion, Seemed to be the only notion, Not many years ago.

But in eighteen seventy-four What truth did Dr. Still explore? "A free blood flow means health," he said; "Adjustment should be used instead Of powders, pills, potations, And so many operations, To overcome disease."

He worked with might and main, But the cure was not; he was gone; They shook their heads and gave a sigh When Dr. A. T. Still passed by, For they thought that no reliance Could be placed in his health science, Called Osteopathy.

The M. Ds. also said: "Dr. Still has truly lost his head; To cure disease, and not use drugs, This is the worst of all humbugs; And the medical profession Should be cast into mid ocean Or placed below the main beam." But nothing could frustrate The aim of Dr. Still, so great. Now people all around Command the science which he found— For the good it is achieving, And its untold relieving— Best Osteopathy!

Mother had been having considerable argument with her infant daughter as to whether the latter was going to sleep like a good little girl. Twenty minutes later a wail came from upstairs, and mother went to the foot of the stairs to pacify her daughter. "Don't cry," she said, "remember what I told you—God is there with you and you have your dolly." "But I don't want them," wailed the baby, "I don't want them!" Mother thought, and said, "You will want somebody here that has got a skin face on them."
A Short Story

Our No. 1 Appliance for the Cure of Spinal Curvature is made of the best material throughout. The corset part, supported by strips of light leather and metal, is shaped to the body and covered with a mercerized silty material, light, strong and durable. All edges, both under the arms and on the hips, are padded, preventing chafing or friction. The entire web is made of steel, highly tempered, rust proof, covered with soft leather on each side; eyelets are non-corrosive. Moving parts are guarded, with protected points and the straps are of mercerized silk webbing.

Our No. 1 Appliance is light in weight, cool, comfortable, durable and pliable, allows perfect freedom to the muscles, offers no obstacle to work or exercise, is worn without discomfiture and not objectionable under the clothing. Gives a continuous and perfect support to a weak or deformed spine, avoiding all irritation or soreness from unequal distribution of pressure. It removes the weight of the head and shoulders from the spine.

Our No. 1 Appliance is made to order from individual measurements only. Our well equipped engraving, die-stamping, and metal cutting department, with the ability of our experts, will meet any special case. For furtheriful information send us your order and we will send you our illustrated book covering the whole subject. OUR No. 1 APPLIANCE, with the treatment advised and the exercises recommended, gives speedy results.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO.,
141 15th St., Jamestown, N.Y., U.S.A.

In D. O. Land

The students of the Pacific College of Osteopathy had an enjoyable dance February 11th, at the Women's Club House, Los Angeles, Cal. Among the invited guests were a number of students of the Los Angeles College of Osteopathy.

Northeastern Pennsylvania Meeting.

The Northeastern Pennsylvania Osteopathic Association met at Scranton, February 12th. Dr. Marion W. Williams of Parsons read a paper on "Pneumonia." Dr. E. C. Nichols of Scranton, led a discussion on "Venereal Disease and the Osteopath." A new rule was passed out in treatments at the rate of 40 per diem for several days following as the "February drizzle roused the gippie within their bones," and the whole town was gripped by the grippe. (As his advice was not acted upon, the problem must be met," said Dr. "Billy" mingled his tears with these from the weeping skies, in his regret over having no students to teach for the remainder of the term. The Dean approached the students to go home and get out of the rain or they'd all catch cold. (As his advice was not acted upon, the problem must be met," said Dr. "Billy" mingled his tears with these from the weeping skies, in his regret over having no students to teach for the remainder of the term. The Dean approached the students to go home and get out of the rain or they'd all catch cold. (As his advice was not acted upon, the problem must be met," said Dr. "Billy" mingled his tears with these from the weeping skies, in his regret over having no students to teach for the remainder of the term. The Dean approached the students to go home and get out of the rain or they'd all catch cold.

Wonders of Surgery Once More.

"Surgery is far better to allow nature to cope with in the beginning," said Dr. "Billy" mingled his tears with these from the weeping skies, in his regret over having no students to teach for the remainder of the term. The Dean approached the students to go home and get out of the rain or they'd all catch cold.

Rhode Island D. O.'s Ask for Board.

Bills for the creation of a State Board of Osteopathic Examiners were introduced in the Rhode Island State Senate and House of Representatives, March 1st. The bills ask for a separate independent board, subject to the state laws and municipal regulations in filing certificates and in the control of contagious and infectious diseases and other matters pertaining to the public health. Both bills were referred to the judiciary committee.

Central College of Osteopathy Beaten.

The Central College of Osteopathy basketball team played the Wentworth Military Academy at Lexington, Mo., February 18th and was defeated by a score of 34 to 16. Christmas, come, come, come, come, come.

M. D. After Us Once More.

"The guns of the American Medical association's committee were turned upon omeopathym and osteopathy March 2nd in the closing hours of the session of the Congressional Congress hotel. The osteopathic problem must be met," said Dr. S. D. Van Meter of Denver. "It is far better to allow nature to cope with in the beginning," said Dr. "Billy" mingled his tears with these from the weeping skies, in his regret over having no students to teach for the remainder of the term. The Dean approached the students to go home and get out of the rain or they'd all catch cold.

Anatomical Collection for Pacific College.

Dr. Frank Clark, instructor in Comparative Anatomy, at Pacific College of Osteopathy, Los Angeles, has for some time past been making a collection of pre-historic bones, observed from the Foya Ranch, just west of Los Angeles. He has presented his collection to the college museum, and it makes a welcome addition. The Foya Ranch is quite famous for the pre-historic bones which are being found there. It appears that the bones are preserved by the crude oil and asphaltum. The bones discovered include those of the saber-tooth tiger, mastodon, giraffe, sloth and buffalo.
Reconstructive Food and Tonic

**BOVININE** represents the most valuable combination of Food and Tonic elements known to the medical profession.

**BOVININE** has proven clinically to be most valuable in all forms of Tuberculosis.

**BOVININE** enables the nerve cell to assimilate its specific elements, which it fully supplies.

**BOVININE** promotes the metabolism of fat and albumin in muscle and blood, thereby restoring the bodily health, strength and normal powers of resistance.

**BOVININE** supplies full and complete nutrition through its Food and Tonic properties.

---

**Chicago Has Free Osteopathic Clinics.**

Starting from a very humble beginning, Chicago has now a free osteopathic clinic, with over thirty to forty patients in attendance, and indications that the hundred mark will be exceeded within a month. The first Friday of every month Dr. A. Wakeham and Dr. John C. Groenewoud started the clinic January 14th at the rooms of the Bethesda Congregational Church, 1235 Clydeview avenue. They had eleven patients. The second Friday seventeen patients, and the third week twenty-five. At the February meeting of the Chicago Osteopathic Society the subject was brought up and it was voted to back the movement, and a committee was appointed consisting of Drs. Wakeham, Groenewoud and Landes to look after the affairs of the clinic. Bethesda is a social center, with kindergarten, industrial school for girls, gymnasium, boys' clubs, and American Red Cross nurses. A committee of the Chicago Osteopathic Society was appointed to assist the movement and the free osteopathic clinic is entirely worthy of the cooperation of Chicago osteopaths and should bring much credit to osteopathy in that city.

---

The Osteopathic Physician has been massaged, bathed, magnetized and 67. Long Beach, will be greatly improved, and 25th and 26th. industrial school for boys, appointed to compile all .. F. J. Parker, 5th .. district; Dr. p. R. .. Aaronson, Fresno; secretary, Dr. Dr. Wirt, Vacaville; SOIll.. much credit to osteopathy in that city. 19th. Officers of the society elected February Vanderburg...of the trustees of the Illinois Osteopathic..m. has Mental Breakdown.
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The Osteopathic Physician

F. J. Stewart, D. O., M. D.
126 State Street, Chicago

Confining his practice exclusively to venereal and skin diseases and solicits the reference to him by osteopathic practitioners of their stubborn cases of syphilis, gonorrhea, genital chancre, etc., requiring specific treatment. The profession may feel sure that the patient's, the professional interest of those who refer cases to Dr. Stewart and, as well, the interests of osteopathy itself will receive the most careful consideration at the hands of Dr. Stewart. "The O. P." is named as a reference for the character, equipment and professional standing of Dr. Stewart.

Los Angeles College Has Good Class.
The Los Angeles College of Osteopathy started on a new term with forty new students and a number of post graduates entering advanced courses.

Denver City Meeting
Then Denver Osteopathic Association met March 8 at the dispensary. There was no paper, but a general informal discussion and clini—Cora G. Parmelee, D. O., Secretary.

Texas Annual Convention:
The Texas Osteopathic Association will meet at an annual convention May 6th and 7th, at College, Texas. Visitors will be welcome. Any registered osteopathic member especially urged to make plans now to attend the convention.

Chicago Monthly Meeting.
The regular monthly meeting of the Chicago Osteopathic Association was held March 3rd, at the Grand Pacific Hotel. The program consisted of an address by Frank C. Farmer, "Examination of the Abdomen," and a paper by Dr. Carl P. McConnell. An informal dinner was served previous to the meeting.

How to Eat.

Enough.

Waiter—Will you take anything more, sir, before you go?
McSwill—I'll not take any more. I'm in a new lodging, and I dinna ken very weel the stair.

We clip the following for the benefit of those who doubt the power of the press:

In this column, send a copy to Dr. Ernest E. Tucker, at 18 West Thirty-fourth Street, New York City, and be sure he will give it the hooks if it deserves censure.

The publisher expressly disclaims responsibility for law and book reviews and similar matter by his permission. You've simply got to take chances with his dyspepsia.

Suggestion, Its Law and Its Application; Or the Principle and Practice of Psycho-Therapeutics. By Charles E. Winbigler, Ph. M. (Spencer A. Lewis Co., Washington, D. C.)

Interest is always aroused by the advent of a new book on an old subject. Dr. Winbigler does not use his osteopathic degree nor intimate in any way in his book that he is connected with osteopathy, avoiding thereby any further confusion of the science of osteopathy with things that it is not.

Whether or not this was his reason, this fact deprives his book of any special significance to osteopathy.

Those who have read extensively in the literature of the "psychics" and psychology will recognize at once the special significance of Dr. Winbigler's work. This lies in the classifications, its effort to treat scientifically a subject very elusive indeed from the standpoint of accuracy, and in its patient effort at thoroughness.

This effort at scientific handling does not include any thing resembling the "scientific skepticism," does not suffer the "alternative medicine," but this positivism imported into logic or science destroys their essential qualities. Just what is meant by this is best shown by an illustration of the workings in a dream. This dream was caused by waking just enough to see the house cat trying to catch flies against the wire screen the city below. The picture started a train of association—the cat first became a huge cat, then became a tiger, which presently wandered ferocious through the desert in the middle of a tropical jungle, and was soon a figure in a royal Indian tiger hunt, with elephants and howdas and troops of beekeepers and all of the panopoly of royalty.
In normal waking life, each suggestion is checked by all the other accompanying suggestions and impressions, and is given its proper value. But in sleep and hypnosis, etc., suggestions are not so checked and counterbalanced, but become absolute suggestions. Under such circumstances we see the mind following the suggestion to the limit of its capacity for co-ordination with it—unchecked, unqualified; the extreme of memory, of physical power, of genius, of impersonation, of what not; and always growing in objective or subjective degree.

The name of suggestion should be reserved for the act of slipping into the mind ideas unqualified and unchecked by all other accompanying suggestions and impressions: That this can be done to persons who are awake as well as to those asleep has been shown.

All those who utilize the psychic faculty to any degree develop such a mental habit as this and Dr. Winbigler proves that he has the faculty by becoming the victim of it in a small way. Strange enough it is with the word suggestion itself that this quality is shown.

Dr. Winbigler seems to include all sensations under the head of suggestions; "Suggestion is a definite impression made upon the mind, consciously or unconsciously, through the senses. It may be called in as many ways as there are means of reaching the human intellect, as by words, signs, touch, look, thoughts, expressed or unexpressed, etc. He then by implication includes all that is in the mind and all functions of the body (pp. 21-23).

All that is left of life is freewill; and under the head of Maternal Impressions, even that is partly included.

The power to produce an absolute suggestion, however, by which the mind and doubt to a great extent the body, also, brings itself to the very pinnacle of its power in accordance with the suggestion, is a most valuable power and of immense use in therapeutics. Dr. Winbigler discusses the dangers of its use and makes suggestions for its proper use. Chapter XV is an extended treatise on practical methods for producing hypnosis—a chapter of great value to students.

As a whole his book deserves to rank as one of the best books of this vastly interesting and rapidly spreading topic.
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Personal

Dr. W. E. Dwiggins is again located at Bakersfield, Calif. He recently removed to East Auburn, but did not find it a satisfactory place for practice, so returned to his old location.

Dr. C. T. Samuels of Baker City, Ore., has suffered heavy loss from fire. The entire building in which Dr. Samuels’ office was located was destroyed. Dr. Samuels had a beautifully furnished office and everything was consumed except his diploma and state license. His monetary loss was about $2,000. The building loss was estimated at $500,000. Dr. Samuels has our sincere sympathy in this severe trial.

Dr. J. Y. Schmeel, formerly of Idaho, and a member of the State Examiners Board, recently took the Oregon Medical Board examination, successfully passed, and is now located at Portland, Ore.

Dr. Jenette H. Bolles, of Denver, Colo., is steadily keeping up her lecture work on Osteopathic subjects. She delivers a lecture nearly every week before some society or institution. February 25th she lectured before the Smedley Circle of the Colorado Congress of Mothers on the subject, “The House We Live In, Child Hygiene.” March 4th she spoke at the Brownwell school, and later at the North Denver High School.

Dr. Mary Ferris of Peoria has been suffering from an indisposition that kept her away from her office for two weeks. She is now able to attend to her practice again.

Dr. A. S. Loving of Denver, Colo., has opened a branch office at Fort Lupton and will spend one day a week there.

Dr. L. C. Kinship, of Hartford, Conn., was a guest of honor at a dinner given by the Hartford Osteopathic Society on February 14th. He addressed the society on the subject “What Osteopathy is and Does.”

Dr. Frank Smith, of Kokomo, Ind., has purchased an investment, a half interest in the printing establishment of H. W. Vrooman.

Dr. W. A. Cole, formerly of Dubuque, Iowa, was married February 14th to Mrs. Agnes F. Beckert at Kansas City, Mo. After a brief honeymoon they expected to visit Oklahoma City, where Dr. Cole will probably locate for practice.

Dr. E. J. Brown, of Fond du Lac, Wis., has been elected president of the State Association. He describes it as “an unexpected and undeserved Body Blow.”

Dr. W. J. Perkins, of Carbondale, Pa., is prospering in practice. He recently purchased a commodious residence in his city, the consideration being $4,500.

Dr. Clara H. Kaiser, of Herkimer, N. Y., is doing P. G. work at the Los Angeles College of Osteopathy, Los Angeles, Calif.

Dr. L. H. Bell, formerly of Lorimer, Iowa, has purchased the practice of Dr. J. H. Friend, of Story City. Dr. Bell says he has the only osteopathic practice in the best little town in Iowa, and he is going to quit moving and settle down to work.

Osteopathy is progressing in Victoria, Texas, even to the extent of having offices especially planned and built for the practice. Dr. J. A. Malone has just remodeled the office in the Inman building, which were especially arranged for him. He has a reception room and two treatment rooms. He reports his practice is steadily growing.

Dr. E. G. Houseman, of Nampa, Idaho, has had a siege of trouble. Two months ago his wife and two children were taken with an attack of grip and later one of the children developed meningitis and died February 21st. Mrs. Houseman suffered a severe relapse as a consequence. We are sure Dr. Houseman will have the sympathy of the profession in this trying time.

Dr. Harry M. Goehring and Dr. Frank L. Goehring, of Pittsburg, Pa., have removed from 399 Fifth avenue to Diamond Bank building. They were forced out of their old quarters on account of fire, but they fortunately escaped with only a slight damage by water.

Dr. L. E. and Grace Wyckoff, Philadelphia, January, 1910, have located at Brunswick, Ga., where they have been favorably received and consider prospects good.

Dr. L. E. and Grace Wyckoff, Los Angeles, have removed from the O. T. Johnson building to the W. P. Story building, where they have ideal offices, two treatment rooms, five dressing rooms and a reception room.

Dr. Mereen C. Robinson, of Rochester, N. Y., was away from his office in February for about three weeks, with an attack of grippe. He is now up and about again and able to look after practice.

Dr. B. H. Berts, of Bethany, Mo., has purchased a new Ford automobile.

After spending thirteen years in the same residence, Dr. Joseph H. Sullivan, of Chicago, has concluded to move. He has rented Suite 310, W. P. Story building, Los Angeles, Calif.

The American School of Osteopathy

KIRKSVILLE, MISSOURI

Dr. A. T. STILL, Founder of the Science, President

The largest and foremost Osteopathic College in the world. Fourteen years of successful school work. Number of students exceed seven hundred. This institution teaches genuine Osteopathy—no adjuncts.

Teaching facilities unequaled. Thoroughly equipped laboratories in all departments. Clinical advantages unlimited. Faculty composed of able and experienced instructors who devote their full time to teaching. Anatomy taught in every term—three professors in charge of this department. Special attention given to dissection and to the study of anatomy in general. New hospital for the use of the school now in operation.

Address

American School of Osteopathy

KIRKSVILLE, MISSOURI

THE OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

1/2-Price! Below Cost!

CRAIG’S SECTIONAL ANATOMY AND CHART

Every Line a Life Size Tricolor Horizontal Section

Originally offered at a low price, this will be cut in half until stock is somewhat reduced.—Remainder of edition will then be sold at list price.—Now is your opportunity.—The little Skeleton Chart is most highly commended from the field.—Circulrs sent.

LOW PRICE PREPAID

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low Price</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Book, Cloth bound</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Morocco</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart</td>
<td>$.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DR. ARTHUR STILL CRAIG, 3039 Forest Ave., KANSAS CITY, MO.

Craig’s Osteopathic All-Purpose Card System Still the Best

SAVE YOUR BACKS, D. O.’S

while “breaking up” the lumbar spine. You need not lift the legs of that 200-pound patient off the end of the table and swing his feet in mid-air at the cost of your own strength.

The Common Sense Treating Table and Adjustable Swing is still better than ordinary tables for many reasons. It saves you much needed strength—light, strong, durable, portable, movable, comfortable, beautiful, and not an expensive table.

We also have a fine line of wooden tables in mission and fancy styles with or without the adjustable swing.

Everything in BOOKS, SKELETONS, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, BAGS and CHARTS

always carried in stock for quick shipment. Books delivered to destination. Write for circulars and prices.

H. T. ROOT

608 Jefferson St. KIRKSVILLE, MO.

Next class will begin

September 12, 1910
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Underwood Standard Typewriter

Has Blazed the trail for VISIBILITY, Crossed the valley of INEXPERIENCE, Breasted the waves of EXPERIMENTS, Threaded the canyon of UNCERTAINTY, Climbed the mountain of OPPOSITION, and Rides upon the Electric Speedway of PUBLIC OPINION, along the summit of GENERAL DEMAND.

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER COMPANY
(Incorporated)
Chicago Branch, 135 Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILL.

The Machine you will Eventually Buy

WANTED—By a thoroughly competent Dr. S. S. Still Graduate and A. S. O. Post graduate, an opportunity to relieve some busy practitioner from June 1st to October 1st. Reference if desired. Address 179, care of The O. P.

FOR SALE—Practice in Pennsylvania; terms reasonable; good location for man and wife. Address 176, care of The O. P.

WANTED—During summer months, position as assistant, or will take charge of practice on salary or commission. A. S. O. graduate, New York State license. Three years experience. Address N. Y., care of The O. P.

An M. D., D. O., wishes to associate himself with an up-to-date D. O. or M. D. for practice in Illinois. Address 177, care of The O. P.

WANTED—An assistant to take charge of well established branch practice in good town. Must be a man with good references. Will pay $75.00 per month and 10% of practice. This will amount to from $90.00 to $125.00. Address North Carolina, care of The O. P.

A New Name for It.

O'Brien—An' phwat sart av a docthor is Docthor Dunn?

O'Toole—Sure they tell me he's one av thim homely Patrick's.

All Cut Up.

"You say one of the nurses at the hospital has your heart?"

"She has, indeed!"

"And the doctor has your appendix! Surgery is making wonderful strides!"—Houston Post.